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The world has changed… 

Pathogens Prophylactic vaccines

SARS-CoV-2

Antibody generation

? T cell responses

• Safe, our ticket ”out”

• Major development targets of time and cost had to be achievable with the chosen 
technology

“Despite its magnitude, 

the outbreak was 

restricted in its onward 

impact in MA and the US, 

likely due to high 

vaccination rates and a 

robust public health 

response.”  Siddle 

medRxiv 2021

Biogen, 

Boston 

Feb 26 2020

Provincetown

July 4 2021



Hu Ott Wu Nature Reviews Immunology 2018

Cancer Therapeutic vaccines

Cancer:  The challenges haven’t changed enough… 

Pathogens Prophylactic vaccines

SARS-CoV-2

Antibody generation

? T cell responses



Vaccines: Steering effective immune responses

Ott & Wu Can Discovery, 2019



Hacohen CIR 2013

Hitting the “sweet spot”: Towards a paradigm shift

Ott PA  Hematol Oncol Clin North Am

2014



Hacohen CIR (2013)

• Safe, feasible

• Highly immunogenic

• Expansion of neoantigen-specific T cells

• Promising results in combination with CPB 

High-risk melanoma

Newly diagnosed GBM

Ott & Hu Nature (2017)

Sahin Nature (2017)

Carreno Science (2015)

Keskin, Nature (2019); Hilf Nature (2019)
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Durable and encouraging long-term responses

T cell 
diversification & 

persistence

Epitope 
spreading

Tracking of 

NeoAg T cells to 

the site of tumor 

Generation of 

memory 

response

Hu Leet & Allesoe Nat Med (2021); Ott PA Cell 2020 



Linette & Carreno Trends in Molecular Medicine (2017)



Where next? 

Ouspenskaia NBT 2021

New clinical trials 

in melanoma, 

GBM, ovarian CA, 

ccRCC

Hu & Leet Nat Med 2021

Sarkizova & Klaeger  Nat 

Biotech 2020

Braun Cancer Cell 2021

Oliveira, Nature 2021

Fritsch CIR 2020



(1) Can do better at prediction? 

Unambiguous

allele 

assignment; 

creation of de-

novo predictors

Abelin Keskin & Sarkizova 

Immunity 2017

9-38%increase in peptide 

identifications with MSEC

HLAthena

Generation of:

• Allele-and-length 

specific models

• Pan-allele-pan-

length models

Sarkizova & Klaeger  Nat Biotech 2020

95 HLA lines



(2) Can we find new classes of targets?

Ouspenskaia Nat Biotech 

2021

• Even more sources need exploration:  Splice variants, gene fusions, A-to-I editing, etc



(3) Can we understand cell states involved in 
natural disease progression and response

Renal cell Carcinoma

Braun, Street, Cancer Cell, 2021



Summary(4) Can we link antigen specificity, phenotype 
and T cell clonotype information?

CD8+ TILs:

• scRNA Seq

• scTCR Seq

• CITESeq

Generation of 

patient-derived 

melanoma cell 

lines

Oliveira Nature 2021

83% tumor specific

• MAA

• Neoantigen

10% tumor specific

11% EBV specific

Dominant TEx TCR 

clonotype families:

Dominant TNExM TCR 

clonotype families:Non-Exhausted 

Memory T cells 

(TNExM)

Exhausted T cells 

(TEx)



(5) Can we enhance immunogenicity?

Understand vaccine 

uptake by APCs in skin

Braun, Choueiri

Ott, Keskin

Monitor induction of 

neoantigen-specific 

T cell responses



Getting to ‘Nextvax’…

Fritsch CIR 2020

The initial NeoAg vaccine proof of concept 

studies (‘NeoVax’) provided enthusiasm and a 

good starting point, but new and better vaccine 

formats and delivery are essential





Applying lessons from the COVID pandemic to the 
cancer endemic

• Operation WarpSpeed: Demonstration of the impact of laser focus 
and resources

• Making the best choices and MOVING

• Justification for heightened focus/resources/cooperation

• How do we approach true prevention? 
• Focus on early disease in cancer or following ‘consolidative’ therapy

• Early diagnosis

• Accelerate a team approach
• Cooperation with regulatory authorities

• Communication with developers

• Strong cooperation with motivated patients





APPLICATION DEADLINE: MONDAY, DECEMBER 20, 2021

irvingcancerimmunologysymposium.com

This working symposium will focus on advancing the careers of young scientists doing research in 

cancer immunology. ~15 accomplished faculty mentors will share their research career experience 

in cancer immunology with ~45 promising young scientists (post-docs and starting faculty).

Applicants will be selected by a committee based on the applicant’s research achievements and 

plans and recommendations by their mentors.


